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Figure 1: Example scene in the editor with various assets and experimenter-defined, scriptable task zones in different colors.

ABSTRACT

Time perception is essential to immersive media experience, and par-
ticularly virtual reality. With the relevant technology becoming both
readily available and affordable in recent years, there has been a cor-
responding growth in interdisciplinary research on time perception
and virtual reality. This paper presents a fully customizable virtual
environment and framework devised for such studies, which can
furthermore be easily extended to accommodate any stimulus-based
cognitive and behavioral research. The different elements of the
environment can be defined in simple text-based configuration files
to load and deploy new components and experimental setups quickly.
Due to the generic architecture, experimenters can also control all
elements externally via hardware-agnostic network messages.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Virtual reality Human-
centered computing—User studies Software and its engineering—
Software development techniques—Reusability

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years virtual reality (VR) has become increasingly accessi-
ble and revealed itself as an excellent tool for behavioral studies, pro-
viding experimenters with an easy way to reproduce fully controlled
environments and tasks across participants. However, creating these
requires much technical effort, so making this work reusable across
different experiments is a valuable resource.

Within the ChronoPilot project [4], which aims at active subjec-
tive time modulation, a substantial part of our activities is focused
on stimulus-based behavioral studies of the user experience and
time perception. Therefore, we developed a dynamic and scriptable
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environment and framework that, while tailored to the specific needs
of our group in terms of time perception studies, can support any
type of behavioral research scenario employing VR.

Before focusing on the framework itself, the following section
will cover relevant concepts and notions related to time perception
and its possible applications, VR behavioral studies, and existing
frameworks. We will then discuss the experimental design of our
environment, specifically its controls, behaviors, and settings, and
explore the technical aspects that enable scriptability and dynamics.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Time perception can be considered from a design point of view as it
is an integral part of the user experience with an application or an
activity. Studies have been trying to identify ways to use the non-
accurate perception of time to the user’s advantage; for instance, a
faster-loading animation (such as a rotating circle animation) yields
a more compressed time perception than slower ones [24]. A similar
example is related to downloading data which, according to Gorn et
al.’s study testing fake download web pages that differ in color, that
parameter appears to influence relaxation, which in turn influences
the perceived download speed [10].

As such, different conditions or stimuli affect time perception
aspects. For instance, when it comes to the setting, environments
tend to have temporal cues or ”zeitgebers” such as clocks or the
sun’s movement. Schatzschneider et al. investigated the latter’s
effect on time perception with and without cognitive loads as a zeit-
geber in a virtual environment (VE). They found that the absence or
presence of sun movement, as well as the presence of a task, affect
time perception; however, the zeitgeber’s speed did not affect time
perception, and if its presence affected time perception, it did not
affect task performance [21]. Davydenko and Peetz’s work further-
more suggested that walks in nature felt longer than in an urban
environment, showing that the environment affects time perception
and nature’s properties influence mood and behavior [6].Other condi-
tions that can affect time perception can be tied to specific properties
of stimuli. In a series of experiments, Droit-Volet et al. observed
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Figure 2: Drone moving towards a zone (left) and watering the plants in the target zone (right).

how higher tempos induce longer subjective time, and emotional
valence decreases (but does not suppress) the effect of tempo while
affecting time perception [7].A recent study by Hammerschmidt et
al. [11] explored different timing evaluations (reproduction, estima-
tion, and subjective rating) of instrumental excerpts of Disco songs
at different tempi, revealing interesting tempo properties regarding
time perception. Non-rhythmic stimuli properties also affect time
perception such as motion. For instance, a study by Fornaciai et al.
suggests the adaptation (i.e., the effect of repetition) of fast transla-
tion motion compresses time, but this effect was not observed for
radial and circular motions [8].

VR, particularly when experienced through fully enclosing head-
mounted displays (HMDs), is an ideal medium for psychological
studies and testing new stimuli. A notable example of the poten-
tial is how Outram et al. employed artificial synesthesia in VR to
demonstrate the possibilities of a full-body vibrotactile haptic suit
using vibrations and synesthetically linked visuals, audio, and vibra-
tions to increase immersion and satisfaction. The authors suggest
that ”as being highly enjoyable, the use of such environments may
have implications for the exploration of altered states including flow,
meditation and ecstasies, and the next stages of related research will
be to measure these psychological aspects” [3]. Another example
of artificial VR synesthesia can be found in Reif and Alhalabi’s
study [20], where it was used to control attention and increase im-
mersion in the context of pain therapy. This possibility of immersing
the users in fully controllable environments makes VR a perfect tool
to investigate stimuli-based perceptual time transformations.

Because creating VEs to study these stimuli is software intensive,
various frameworks to facilitate the development of user behavioral
studies have emerged in recent years. Open-source frameworks
like the Unity Experiment Framework (UXF) [5], the Biomotion-
Lab Toolkit for Unity Experiments (bmlTUX) [2], or the vexptool-
box [22], aim to alleviate the coding work for experimenters wanting
to use VR-compatible 3D engines such as Unity or Vizard for their
experiments. These frameworks primarily provide tools to simplify
or automate generic workloads typical to most behavioral studies,
such as trial generation and sequencing, independent variables con-
ditions, or data collection. Some frameworks, e.g., the Unified Suite
for Experiments (USE) [25], have more advanced features like re-
playing trials, millisecond precision, and hardware integration. For
time perception studies specifically, Landeck et al. created an Unreal
Engine 4 framework mainly focused on zeitgebers, i.e., environmen-
tal time cues, by giving the option to modify available events on
three dimensions (velocity, synchronicity, and density) [12]. These
above frameworks aim to either test specific scenarios and stim-
uli [12] or simplify experimental designs [2,5,22,25]; however, they
do not necessarily provide the tools to build a timeline of in-trial
events and stimuli, as does our environment framework.

3 EXAMPLE DESIGN

We will illustrate the framework using an example VE prototype
covering an initial precision farming application scenario developed
in the context of the ChronoPilot project in order to test various
mechanisms and stimuli for subjective time modulation in VR.

3.1 Objectives
The main focus of the VE is on enabling the execution of single-user
evaluation tasks. The precision farming scenario naturally integrates
time-modulating stimuli and time estimation metrics, emphasizing
complex overall problem-solving. Users must perform a series of
tasks in the VE characterized by specific deadlines, such as watering,
harvesting, and sowing crops. They can assign (virtual) robotic
agents, such as drones, to perform these tasks. The various robot
types differ in their execution time for tasks, which arrive online,
and the user must, for instance, allocate resources to the various
tasks to maximize the number of completed tasks. Consequently,
cognitive load constitutes one of the main variables in the current
scenario, tuned by different parameters such as the number of tasks
ready to schedule, the arrival rate of tasks, task criticality, or the
number and composition of available resources and solutions. The
fundamental idea behind precision farming is to support traditional
farming practices with data-driven and AI-enabled technologies
(cf. [9], [17], [19], or [27]). With this in mind, precision farming
is a promising scenario to realistically test the potential of novel
time modulation techniques to improve overall performance and
reduce the anxiety of working with advanced technologies altering
time perception. The main objectives in developing the VE were its
generalizability and scalability while providing an immersive user
experience at a practical yet sufficient level.

3.2 Tasks and Task Types
In the experiments and user studies conducted with the current
VE, users perform control and learning tasks. The two major VE
task types, production and identification, reflect these categories.
Experimenters can generally define arbitrary task types depending
on what is needed in the specific experimental environment. Tasks
can be cumulative, i.e., multiple tasks may be active simultaneously,
which allows for adjusting the cognitive load during the experiment
and inducing stress or boredom.

The main goal of the production task is to meet a plant’s needs and
harvest it when it is fully grown. In this task type, the needs of the
plants are known a priori, making it essentially a resource-allocation
task, with the users deploying drones remotely via a specialized, arm-
based interface (see Section 3.2) and assigning the desired parameter
values, e.g., to water plants (see Figure 2). Currently, the production
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task only allows the deployment of drones to irrigate plants, but it
can be extended to more dimensions and to include further steps
(e.g., powering up the drones).

The command to harvest a crop is given by pressing a nearby
button (see Figure 3), with the crop being replaced as soon as the
users lift their hand, which forces them to move and navigate within
the VE instead of sending drones during the growth phase.

Figure 3: Manual activation of the harvesting sequence.

The user’s primary goal regarding the identification task type
is to explore and find information about an unknown plant. The
retrievable information can be the necessary water levels for a plant
to grow or the plant’s health status. For this purpose, the user has
access to manual controls affecting the properties of the plant; in the
present example, they allow to increase or decrease the water level.
The plant state can be ”reset” by harvesting and planting a new seed.
Once the user feels confident knowing the plant, they can answer a
questionnaire to complete the task (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Prefab with plant status panel and questionnaire.

3.3 User Interface and Experience
To provide a compelling, immersive, and seamless user experience
(UX) in VR, several aspects must be considered in the user interface
(UI) design. Due to the three-dimensional nature of the environment,
it is essential to provide spatially consistent feedback that matches
the user’s position and orientation in the VE. In general, the VE and
its embedded UI should be intuitive and easy to navigate, with clear
affordances, i.e., cues about where the user should look and where
they can interact, employing VR-appropriate interaction methods
such as gaze-based selection, hand gestures, and physical controllers.
During navigation, relevant contextual information and feedback
related to the user’s location and actions in the VE must be presented
with sufficiently large and clearly visible text and graphics to ensure
readability [13, 23]. A specific goal in designing the UI for our test
environment is to fully realize the desired level of interaction while
making the UI cognitively and physically comfortable to use.

Two main categories of interaction are implemented in the VE:
integrated objects in the environment that function as actuators,
such as harvest buttons next to the production zones, and a control
panel to operate or assist agents and obtain information. Recent
human-computer interaction (HCI) studies show that implementing
UI elements as integrated objects in the environment reduces cogni-
tive complexity and is consistent with natural modes of behaviour [1].
Consequently, part of the interaction with the environment happens
through integrated objects. However, to meet the perspectives of the
precision farming scenario, participants need immediate access to
the environment’s status and remote control of the assisting agents.
For this reason, we have devised a control panel that can be activated
with a hand gesture performed with an outstretched arm and the
open palm facing upward (see Figure 5).While dropping the arm
deactivates the control panel, wrist flexion serves as a reset.

Figure 5: Control panel activation via stretch-and-turn hand gesture.

When designing the panel, instead of having interfaces pinned to
the screen that are uncomfortable for the eyes, especially in the cor-
ners or during longer interactions, we defined the interface panel as
a semi-transparent object that attaches to the (virtual) wrist at a com-
fortable distance from the eyes [1]. With hand gestures, we wanted
to make the overall UX more natural and follow research-supported
UI trends and best practices [14–16, 26]. The control panel rolls out
progressively to keep complexity manageable, starting with a main
map marking the production zones and the user’s location. The user
can select a zone with a virtual tap. In this case, selected data, such
as the plant specifications and soil in the zone, as well as live plant
statistics, are first displayed in an attached, smaller panel. Selecting
the zone also activates a set of sliders representing the provided
resources, such as water, fertilizer, and pesticides. Considering the
plant specifications and the live statistics of the zone, the user can
then allocate available resources to the selected zone. Selecting a
value on at least one of the sliders activates the drone button, which
can be tapped to send out one of the drones for resource distribution.

Different levels of UI complexity can be implemented with the
current design in line with the experimental requirements. For
instance, increasing the volume of presented task-related information
is possible, which constitutes the basis of decision-making for the
subject, while direct visual feedback can be given, for instance, by
animating assets, e.g., to display the plant growth and representing
plant states (see Figure 6 with a corn plant as an example).
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Figure 6: Animated corn plant asset states; from healthy seed to
fully grown (left) and sick (right) plant.

4 VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT DEFINITION

To allow customization of the VE by different experimenters, we
provide a system for flexible environment definition, which we call
scene description. Experimenters can create scenes in their Unity
project based on our VE and change the environment’s layout by
moving or replacing visual elements and defining custom zones.

Figure 1 shows an example scene in the editor with different
experimenter-defined zones (production tasks in blue, an identifica-
tion task in green, and another task type in yellow). Zones define
physical spaces within the environment and have types and identi-
fiers (cf. Figure 7). The type tells the VE what can happen in the
respective zone, while the identifier is mainly used by events (that
we will discuss later in this section) to select a specific zone. Once a
scene is defined, part of the contents of the scene can be specified
at application runtime by user-defined description files that can be
divided into the two main subtypes of scene elements and events.

Figure 7: Example zone configuration in editor.

There are three scene element types in the example VE: plants,
agents, and stimuli. The description files for plants define a plant
template (e.g., how it looks and how much water it needs to grow)
that can be used for a task. The agent description files define a user-
controlled agent (e.g., a drone for watering plants) created in the
scene. Finally, the stimuli description files define a stimulus template
(behavior, parameters like frequency or intensity, and so on). All
scene element files (see examples in Figure 8) follow a similar
structure in which the experimenter describes the scene element
identifier (e.g., ”id:Plant 1”), the main behavioral specification used
with its parameters (e.g., ”main:plantwater”), and any sub-behaviors
(e.g., ”sub:plantbasevisualizer, visualizer:cabbage production”).

Events constitute a more abstract concept. The main idea is that
after the scene is loaded, all events are waiting to start; an event can
be anything an experimenter wants to happen in the scene. Events
produce logs during their lifecycle, which are a combination of a log
type and the id of the event that produced it. These logs are a core
component of the event system since events have, as a start condition,
a list of logs that must be produced before their start. The currently
available log types are START, END, SUCCESS (also produces
END), and FAIL (also produces END). One log is not produced by an

Figure 8: Example descriptions for a plant and a drone.

explicit user-defined event, which is the TIMELINE START once the
scene has finished loading. Like scene elements files, experimenters
specify an identifier in an event description file and select the main
behaviour of the event. In addition, the log values are listed, which
represent the start conditions. Standard event behaviours include a
timer, production and identification tasks, and starting or stopping a
stimulus. While events can refer to other events via the logs that are
part of their start conditions, the behaviour of both scene elements
and events can refer to other described elements as well as the zones
defined in the Unity scene. For example, a ”production task” event
can start when a timer produces its ”end” and employ a user-defined
”plant” in a particular ”zone” (see Figure 10). Currently, the number
of possible behaviors for each element is limited. What is provided
is primarily a template or basic framework that can be expanded
according on the experimenter’s needs.

Figure 9: Framework component structure.

5 COMPONENT ARCHITECTURE

To enable the implementation of reusable modulation approaches
beyond the current VE and for the entire project, we have devel-
oped an underlying component architecture. In order to achieve
the desired level of extensibility and flexibility, we opted for a tri-
partite structure, as shown in Figure 9, consisting of (1) a stimulus
component that represents a time-modulating stimulus (e.g., (2) a
sensor component that generates values that can be used to modify
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Figure 10: Event-based start of production task from a timer; after 15 seconds, a new production task is initiated.

the stimuli channels (from physiological sensors to more abstract
modes such as task progress or time remaining), and (3) a stimuli
manager component that processes the values from the sensors to
affect the stimuli channels. In other words, the stimuli manager only
defines the processing of the sensor values and how this processing
will affect the stimuli.

Figure 11 shows an example of the applied component architec-
ture with three stimulus patterns, each using a different modality
(audio, visual, or haptic). The patterns have (at least) two common
channels: Intensity and Frequency. The visual pattern could, for in-
stance, be a golden flashing screen, as illustrated in Figure 12, which
is a modulator type we recently employed in a study related to audio-
visual rhythmic stimuli effects on subjective time perception [18].
The frequency would then correspond to the time interval between
flashes, while the intensity would indicate the color transparency of
the flash. Furthermore, there are three sensors, two of which record
physiological values while another monitors task progress, stressing
that a sensor component is not necessarily tied to a physical sensor
but anything that can produce data output. The two stimuli managers
must process and apply these sensor values, each affecting different
channels of overlapping stimuli based on the various values.

Figure 11: Application example for the generic component architec-
ture; the rates of two different physiological sensors are processed by
Stimuli Manager 1 to change the frequency of an audio-visual out-
put stimulus (top), while a task progression ratio feeds into Stimuli
Manager 2 resulting in an intensity change of a visio-haptic output
stimulus (bottom).

5.1 External Control
Components of the architecture can be accessed externally to control
their parameters and influence the VE in real-time. In the current
VE, they can be accessed via a UDP interface. Experimenters can
connect their own custom software to the VE to retrieve data from
Sensors or send their own data “remotely” into the environment.
The VE can then interpret and use this new data to control the
environmental stimuli.

For example, the screenshot in Figure 12 shows a console appli-
cation implemented in Python that is connected to the VE, sending
sensor data constituting parameters of a color-flashing stimulus, as
discussed before. The sensor data received from the console applica-
tion is then processed by a stimuli manager within the VE, altering
the stimulus (intensity/duration) according to the received user input.

Figure 12: External VE control via example Python console applica-
tion controlling a visual stimulus (golden flashing).

6 DATA COLLECTION AND LOGGING CAPABILITIES

As the VE constitutes a testbed, it must integrate ways to collect
and record various data in the background related to experimenters’
needs. Within a scene of our VE, there are several points where
data can be stored: the events system (including explicit data from
questionnaires), virtual sensors, and custom behaviors. As described
in Section 4, event systems store logs that associate a particular
type with an event, as well as an optional message. After a log is
processed, it is still available in memory and can then be written out
cumulatively at the end of a session and stored in text form. Another
possibility is to use a virtual sensor. The experimenter defines
these sensors, which are then placed in the scene, and the system
automatically retrieves their data. Technically, a virtual sensor is
just an object that implements an interface. Virtual sensors can
listen to data from real sensors, e.g., external physiological sensors
and the eye-tracking data of the VR HMD, or from mechanisms
in the environment, e.g., the user’s position in the VE or the status
of a plant in a zone. Finally, since the environment definition (cf.
Section 4) is tied to implementing custom behaviors, these can also
be the subject of user-defined data storage points. For instance,
experimenters may add a questionnaire at the end of a task. Another
example is when experimenters implement a custom stimulus, where
it is possible to also add data monitoring in the stimulus behavior.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper presented a fully customizable VR environment and
framework that, while initially developed for time perception studies,
can be easily adapted to accommodate any stimulus-based cognitive
research and behavioral studies. Time perception and other cognitive
aspects are integral to user experience in VR, and such behavioral
studies are crucial to understanding the intricacies and cross-effects,
ultimately helping in the design of more immersive experiences and
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purposeful systems. The environment definition can be reused to
produce any standard experimental setup and extended with custom
tasks, while the external control system allows environment- and
hardware-agnostic control of the VE.

We have been successfully employing the framework within the
ChronoPilot project to investigate different factors related to time
perception, and the framework substantially reduces the coding
effort usually associated with creating and deploying new VR-based
behavioral studies. Since the framework may be of great interest
to other research groups, we are open to collaboration and open-
sourcing it in the near future.
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